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Abstract
When using recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) it is common practice to apply
trained models to sequences longer than
those seen in training. This “extrapolating”
usage deviates from the traditional statistical learning setup where guarantees are provided under the assumption that train and
test distributions are identical. Here we set
out to understand when RNNs can extrapolate, focusing on a simple case where the
data generating distribution is memoryless.
We first show that even with infinite training
data, there exist RNN models that interpolate perfectly (i.e., they fit the training data)
yet extrapolate poorly to longer sequences.
We then show that if gradient descent is used
for training, learning will converge to perfect
extrapolation under certain assumptions on
initialization. Our results complement recent
studies on the implicit bias of gradient descent, showing that it plays a key role in extrapolation when learning temporal prediction models.

1

INTRODUCTION

Practical deep neural networks are often larger than
necessary for perfectly fitting the data they are trained
on. This “over-parametrized” regime could potentially
result in severe overfitting, but in practice neural networks tend to generalize surprisingly well to unseen
data. This observation inspired a multitude of works
aimed at theoretically understanding the phenomenon.
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It quickly became clear [Zhang et al., 2017] that the
generalization arises from an “implicit bias” — a
tendency towards certain solutions that generalize
well — induced by variants of gradient descent
(GD) and their initialization schemes. Characterizing this implicit bias is a key goal in the theory of
deep learning (e.g., see [Gunasekar et al., 2018] and
[Woodworth et al., 2020]).
Most of the works studying implicit bias in deep
learning consider the setting where train and test
data are drawn from the same distribution, and focus on bounding the gap between train and test errors. An equally interesting and complementary problem is that of “extrapolation,” which deals with how
the learned function behaves outside the training distribution. A recent work has begun to explore this
question in the context of fully connected neural networks [Xu et al., 2020], showing that in the “ultra
wide” regime, also known as Neural Tangent Kernel
(NTK; [Jacot et al., 2020]) regime, learned functions
extrapolate linearly.
In this paper we focus on a setting where extrapolation is especially important: learning temporal models.
In particular, we focus on recurrent neural networks
(RNN), which form a standard tool for this task. It
is common practice to train RNNs with sequences up
to a certain length, and then apply them at inference
time to longer sequences. The fact that this approach
often works well in practice suggests that RNNs perform successful temporal extrapolation by virtue of the
implicit bias of GD and its initialization scheme. Our
aim is to theoretically understand this phenomenon.
Non-linear neural networks are notoriously difficult
to analyze when operating outside the NTK regime,
i.e. for realistic model sizes.
In order to make
progress towards their theoretical understanding, researchers have turned to the simplified model of
linear neural networks (e.g., see [Arora et al., 2018,
Ji and Telgarsky, 2019]). Linear neural networks are
trivial in terms of expressiveness (they realize only lin-
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ear input-output mappings), but not so in terms of
optimization and generalization: they induce highly
non-convex training objectives, and exhibit phenomena akin to their non-linear counterparts. We accordingly base our analysis of temporal extrapolation on linear recurrent neural networks, also known
in the literature as linear dynamical systems (LDS)
[Antsaklis and Michel, 2006].
The setting we study is geared specifically towards
understanding the temporal extrapolation implicitly
brought forth by GD. We consider the case where
training data is generated by a memoryless teacher, so
as to avoid an explicit bias towards non-trivial extrapolation. Learning from the training data via GD on
an over-parametrized RNN, the extrapolation question
boils down to whether a model trained on sequences
of length k will realize a memoryless mapping for time
steps greater than k. We show that in this setup, there
exist RNN weights that perfectly fit the training data
(regardless of how many training sequences were collected), and yet extrapolate poorly. Empirically however, we find that training via GD with standard initialization schemes yields solutions that extrapolate
well. This clearly demonstrates an implicit bias towards good extrapolation. Interestingly, learned solutions do not comprise a zero state transition matrix,
but rather one which is far from zero, yet still results
in good extrapolation.
Any result establishing implicit bias towards specific
solutions must entail assumptions on initialization
(otherwise, one may initialize at any solution that perfectly fits the training data, and GD will remain there).
In the context of linear neural networks, it is common
to assume that initialization admits certain balancedness properties [Arora et al., 2018]. In the same spirit,
our analysis focuses on an initialization where model
weights satisfy certain symmetries. Under such initialization, we prove that if GD converges to a perfect fit
of the training data, it will do so with an extrapolating
(i.e., memoryless) solution. We show that this extrapolation is due to a certain form of “complementary
slackness” between components of the model. To the
best of our knowledge, this result is the first to provide formal evidence for an implicit bias of GD towards
temporal extrapolation outside the NTK regime.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2 we discuss related work. Section 3 describes the setup and required definitions. In Section 4
we analyze the case of learning with sequences whose
length k is larger than the hidden dimension of the
model d. Section 5 shows that when k < d there exist
solutions that perfectly fit the training data but do not
extrapolate to longer sequences. Section 6 analyzes the
solutions obtained by GD in the latter regime, show-

ing they do extrapolate. Finally, section 7 provides
experiments supporting our theoretical findings.

2

RELATED WORK

Linear RNNs, also known as linear dynamical
systems (LDS) have been studied for decades
[Kalman, 1963, Ghahramani and Hinton, 1996]. The
aspect most related to this work is system identification [Ljung, 1999], which studies the conditions under which the exact parameters of an LDS can be recovered. This is related to the question of temporal
extrapolation because recovering the correct system
parameters from training sequences of finite length
will lead to perfect extrapolation. Note however, that
works along this line do not analyze the dynamics of
GD, but rather provide characterizations of the conditions under which system identification is possible.
Two related properties of an LDS that are necessary for unique identification are controllability and
observability [Kalman, 1960]. In the memoryless setting the learned LDS is neither controllable nor observable, and therefore its identification is an ill-posed
problem not treated by classic approaches. One common approach to identification are subspace methods
[Ho and Kálmán, 1966], which perform an SVD of the
Hankel matrix (i.e., the matrix representing the linear input-output mapping realized by an LDS) in order to extract an approximation of the system which
has a low dimensional state-space. Other approaches
to low rank Hankel matrices are based on rank relaxations such as nuclear norm [Fazel et al., 2001,
Liu and Vandenberghe, 2010]. See also [Glover, 1984]
for additional approximation notions.
This paper focuses on the question of how GD learns
a “simple” system from observed data. It may thus be
viewed as the LDS analogue of works studying the implicit bias in matrix factorization [Arora et al., 2019].
Such works ask whether GD over matrix factorization
fits observations with solutions that minimize a complexity measure, and what that complexity measure is.
At present, these questions are largely open.
Our work relates to the recent results of
[Hardt et al., 2016] showing that GD can optimize the loss for LDS. Specifically, they showed that
when training on sequences up to length k, GD will
converge to a dynamical system that approximates
the impulse response up to time k. However, this
result does not imply extrapolation in the sense we
consider here, as it does not guarantee approximation
of the impulse response for times beyond k.
Another recent work [Xu et al., 2020] studies extrapolation of deep learning beyond the support of the train-
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ing data. They show that feed forward neural networks
with ReLU activation extrapolate to linear functions
outside the support, and further provide principles to
construct graph neural networks which exhibit bias towards specific extrapolation. We study extrapolation
in the temporal domain, providing insights into the
solutions found by GD over linear RNNs.
Another study of implicit bias in linear RNNs is
[Emami et al., 2021], who examine the correlation between such models and convolutions in the asymptotic
(NTK) regime of an infinite-dimensional hidden state.
They show that GD tends to short-term memory solutions. Our work differs from [Emami et al., 2021]
in several aspects. First, we consider the realistic
case of finite-dimensional hidden states (i.e. we operate
outside the NTK regime). Second, we directly prove
an extrapolation result, whereas [Emami et al., 2021]
provide results on structural biases of learned impulse
responses.

3

LINEAR RECURRENT NEURAL
NETWORKS

In this section we describe our model and the analyzed setting. We consider a single layer linear RNN,
and for simplicity present our analysis for the singleinput single-output (SISO) case. The analysis readily
extends to the more general multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) case, as shown in the Supplementary
(Section C). The dynamics of interest are defined by:
ŷt = Cst ,
d×d

st+1 = Ast + Bxt+1 ,
d×1

(1)

1×d

where A ∈ R
,B∈R
and C ∈ R
are learned
1×d
parameters (weights), and {st }∞
⊂
R
are the ret=1
sulting hidden states, where by assumption s0 = 0.
We refer to A as the state transition matrix, to B as
the input weights, and to C as the output weights.
Given x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) ∈ Rk , an input sequence
of length k, we denote by RN N (x) = ŷk the output
of the RNN at time step k.1 The latter can be expressed in terms of the learned parameters and input
sequence. Indeed, it results from taking a convolution of the input sequence with the impulse response
sequence (CAi B)∞
i=0 :
ŷk =

k
X

CAk−i Bxi .

(2)

via minimization of the empirical squared loss:
N
2
1 X
RN N (x(i) ) − y (i) .
2N i=1

Note that this setup is more challenging (entails less
supervision) than the one in which training labels include outputs for all time steps between 1 and k. For
convenience, in the remainder of the paper, we omit
the subscript of the output at time k, and simply denote ŷ = ŷk .
Our interest lies on the impact of implicit bias on extrapolation. To decouple that from generalization (i.e.,
from the question of how accurate the model is on
sequences of length k not seen during training), we
assume an unlimited amount of training data, or formally, that GD is applied to the population loss:


1
2
(RN N (x) − y) .
Ex,y
2
We will study the case where training data is generated
by a teacher RNN, and to isolate the implicit bias of
GD, we avoid any type of explicit bias towards nontrivial extrapolation. That is, we assume the teacher
RNN is memoryless, meaning that there exists w∗ ∈
R such that for any k ∈ N and any input sequence
x = (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ Rk , the corresponding label is given
by y = w∗ xk (namely, the output depends on input
only via latest time step). We disregard the trivial
case of constant zero labels, i.e. we assume w∗ 6= 0.
Using Equation (2), we obtain an expression for the
loss induced by the memoryless teacher, in the case
where inputs are drawn independently.
Lemma 3.1. Assume x ∼ D such that ED [xx> ] = Ik ,
where Ik ∈ Rk×k is the identity matrix. Then, given
a memoryless teacher RNN, the loss for the student
RNN satsifies:


1
2
Ex,y
(RN N (x) − y) =
(4)
2
k−1

1
1X
(CAk−i B)2 + (CB − w∗ )2
2 i=1
2
Proof. The result follows from expanding the population loss and calculating first and second order moments of x. See Supplementary.

i=1

We consider the problem of learning the parameters of
the RNN from a set of N training sequences and their
desired outputs:
n
oN
S = (x(i) , y (i) )
⊂ Rk × R,
(3)
i=1

1

We interchangeably use RN N (x) = RN N (x1 , . . . , xk ).

Lemma 3.1 admits a simple interpretation. It states
that the population loss will be minimized when the
impulse response starts with w∗ , and is followed by
k − 1 zeros. This agrees with the fact that the system
is trained to be memoryless for the first k time steps.
However, as we shall see later, it does not guarantee
that it will be memoryless for times greater than k.
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We say that the learned RNN extrapolates with respect to the teacher RNN if it agrees with the latter’s
output for any input sequence of any length, including
lengths which exceed that of the training sequences.
This amounts to requiring that for any j ∈ N (in particular j > k) and any x = (x1 , . . . , xj ) ∈ Rj , the output of the learned RNN satisfies ŷ = RN N (x) = w∗ xj .
Lemma 3.2. The parameters (A, B, C) for the
learned RNN are extrapolating with respect to a memoryless teacher if and only if CB = w∗ and CAj B = 0
for all j ∈ N.
Proof. The proof follows from Equation (2) and the
expected loss in Lemma 3.1 when k → ∞.
One possible solution that extrapolates to a memoryless teacher is A = 0 along with any pair B, C satsifying CB = w∗ . Surprisingly, we observe empirically
(see Section 7) that typically A 6= 0 while CAj B = 0
for all j ∈ N, suggesting a non-trivial alignment between A and B, C. In the next sections we theoretically explore this phenomenon.

4

LONG TRAINING SEQUENCES
GUARANTEE EXTRAPOLATION

Theorem 4.1 below shows that when k > d (i.e., when
the length of training sequences is larger than the
width of the learned model), any solution that minimizes the loss extrapolates.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that k > d, and let (A, B, C)
be a solution (parameters for learned RNN) that minimizes the loss in Equation (4). Then, it holds that
CAj B = 0 for all j ∈ N, meaning the learned model
extrapolates.
Proof. Let p(z) = z d + ρd−1 z d−1 + · · · + ρ1 z + ρ0 ,
be the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A ∈
Rd×d . By the Cayley-Hamilton theorem [Zhang, 1997,
Frobenius, 1877]:
p(A) = Ad + ρd−1 Ad−1 + · · · + ρ1 A + ρ0 I = 0,
which implies that we may write:
Ad = −

d−1
X

ρi Ai .

i=0

Multiplying both sides of the above by A, followed by
left multiplication by C and right multiplication by B,
yields:
d−1
X
CAd+1 B = −
ρi CAi+1 B.
i=0

Since the global minimum of the loss in Equation (4)
is zero, it necessarily holds that CAj B = 0 for all j ∈
{1, . . . , k − 1}, and in particular for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
We therefore have:
CAd+1 B = −

d−1
X

ci CAi+1 B = 0.

i=0

Continuing in this fashion, we conclude that CAj B =
0 for all j ∈ N.
The above result implies that sufficiently long training
sequences guarantee extrapolation. In other words,
the training data in this case is sufficient to uniquely
identify the memoryless teacher. As we shall see next,
for shorter training sequences this no longer holds.

5

EXTRAPOLATION MAY FAIL
FOR SHORT TRAINING
SEQUENCES

In Section 4 we showed that when training sequences
have length larger than the width of the trained model
(k > d), learning guarantees extrapolation. Proposition 5.1 below shows that in stark contrast, when
the training sequence length is no greater than model
width (k ≤ d), there exist solutions which minimize
the training loss, and yet fail to extrapolate. This
implies that an arbitrary loss-minimizing learning algorithm may result in non-extrapolating solutions. In
Section 6 we show that despite this fact, under certain
conditions, solutions found by GD do extrapolate.
Proposition 5.1. For any training sequence length
k ≥ 2 and model width d ≥ k, there exist RNN parameters (A, B, C) that minimize the loss in Equation (4)
but do not extrapolate.
Proof. Assume d ≥ k ≥ 2, and consider the following
parameter setting for the learned RNN.


0 0 ... 0 0 1
1 0 . . . 0 0 0


0 1 . . . 0 0 0


A=
 ∈ Rd×d ,
..


.


0 0 . . . 1 0 0
0 0 ... 0 1 0
 
1
0
 
B =  .  ∈ Rd×1 , C = (w∗ , 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R1×d .
 .. 
0
Note that A is a permutation matrix, and specifically,
multiplying A from the right by a general matrix M ∈
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Rd×d results in a cyclic shift of rows, i.e.:



−
Md
− M1 −
−
M1



..
M =
 , AM = 
..
.

.
− Md −
− Md−1


−
−

.

−

satisfy CB = w∗ and CAj B=0 for all j ∈ N — conditions equivalent to extrapolation (see Lemma 3.2).
Denote the training loss in Equation (4) by L(A, B, C).
A simple computation of derivatives (provided in Appendix B) yields:
k−1

Applying A to itself, we have that for any n ∈ N,
And = I and consequently CAnd B = w∗ 6= 0, which
contradicts extrapolation (by Lemma 3.2). On the
other hand, for j ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1} we have CAj B = 0
since the first row of Aj is not e1 .2 To conclude, since
d ≥ k, the loss in Equation (4) is zero and therefore
minimized, while the RNN does not meet the necessary condition for extrapolation.

X
∂L
=
(A> )i C > CAi B + C > (CB − w∗ ),
∂B
i=1

(5)

k−1

X
∂L
=
CAi BB > (A> )i + (CB − w∗ )B > ,
∂C
i=1

(6)

and
k−1 i−1

6

IMPLICIT BIAS OF GRADIENT
DESCENT

Section 5 showed that when the length of training sequences is no greater than the width of the trained
model (k ≤ d), there exist solutions which minimize
the loss (achieve perfect generalization) and yet do
not extrapolate. Despite the existence of such nonextrapolating solutions, we observe empirically (see
Section 7) that GD with standard initialization entails an implicit bias towards solutions that do extrapolate. Theorem 6.1 below theoretically grounds this
phenomenon, for the case where the input and output
weights are initialized to the same value (i.e. B = C > ),
and the state transition matrix A is initialized symmetrically. This initialization captures the “residual”
setting A = Id , and more generally, allows A to have
arbitrary magnitude, implying arbitrary distance from
a trivial solution in which A = 0. We emphasize that
while our analysis assumes symmetric initialization, we
observe empirical convergence to an extrapolating solution under non-symmetric initialization as well (see
Section 7). Interestingly, we often see that the parameters of the model converge to a symmetric configuration even if not initialized this way (see Subsection 7.1). Theoretically explaining this phenomenon is
a promising direction for future work.
Theorem 6.1. Assume d ≥ k > 2, w∗ > 0, and
that the learned RNN is initialized such that B = C >
and A = A> . Then, if GD converges to a solution
minimizing the loss in Equation (4), this solution necessarily extrapolates.
Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps: we first show
that GD preserves a few properties throughout training, and then establish that with these properties in
place, any solution (A, B, C) minimizing the loss must
2

The first row of Aj is given by ed−j+1

∂L X X > r >
=
(A ) C CAi BB > (A> )i−r−1 .
∂A
i=1 r=0

(7)

Denote by At , Bt and Ct the weights of the learned
model at iteration t ∈ N ∪ {0} of GD. We will prove
by induction that Bt = Ct> and At = A>
t for all t. By
assumption this holds for t = 0. Suppose it is true for
some t. The GD updates for B and C are given by:

Bt+1 = Bt − η

k−1
X

i >
i
(A>
t ) C t C t At B t

(8)

i=1

− ηCt> (Ct Bt − w∗ ),

Ct+1 = Ct − η

k−1
X

i
Ct Ait Bt Bt> (A>
t ) +

(9)

i=1

− η(Ct Bt − w∗ )Bt> .
Taking transpose of the right-hand side of Equation (9), while noting that by our inductive hypothesis Bt = Ct> and At = A>
t , we obtain equality to the
right-hand side of Equation (8), where we used the fact
>
.
that CB − w∗ is a scalar. This implies Bt+1 = Ct+1
As for A, its GD update is:
At+1 = At − η

k−1
i−1
XX

γt,i,r

(10)

i=1 r=0

where
r >
i
>
> i−r−1
γt,i,r = (A>
t ) Ct Ct At Bt Bt (At )

For any i between 1 and k − 1, the internal summation (over r) is symmetric. To see this, let W =
Ct> Ct Ait Bt Bt> , and note that W is a symmetric matrix
(since Bt = Ct> and At is symmetric by our inductive
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r
> i−1−r
hypothesis). Now, for every term (A>
,
t ) W (At )
> i−1−r
> r
a corresponding term (At )
W (At ) also appears
in the summation, and these two terms together form a
symmetric matrix (an exception is the case i−1−r = r,
which corresponds to itself but is already symmetric).
We conclude that the GD update in Equation (10)
can be written as a sum of symmetric matrices, and is
therefore itself symmetric. That is, At+1 = A>
t+1 , and
our inductive hypothesis is proven.

Moving on to the second part of the proof, let (A, B, C)
be a minimizer of L(A, B, C) satisfying B = C > and
A = A> . By the structure of L(A, B, C) (Equation (4)), it holds that CB = w∗ and CAj B = 0 for
any j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. We will show that CAj B = 0
for all j ∈ N. Recalling that k > 2, we have in particular:
CA2 B = 0.
(11)
A is symmetric and therefore orthogonally diagonalizable, meaning there exists an orthogonal matrix
V ∈ Rd×d and a diagonal matrix D ∈ Rd×d such that
A = V DV > . We can thus write A2 = V D2 V > , and
since B = C > , Equation (11) implies:
CA2 B = B > A2 B = B > V D2 V > B = 0.
Denoting u = (u1 , . . . , ud )> = V > B, we may write the
above as
d
X
> 2
u D u=
u2i λ2i = 0 .
(12)
i=1

Since this is a sum of non-negative elements that sum
to zero, each of them must be zero, namely:
ui λi = 0,

i = 1, . . . , d .

(13)

We refer to this as a complementary slackness condition, since it implies that either ui or λi should be zero
for any i. For arbitrary j ∈ N:
CAj B = B > V Dj V > B = u> Dj u =

d
X

u2i λji = 0,

i=1

where the equality to zero follows from Equation (13).
This is precisely the condition we set out to prove.
Remark 6.2. The assumption w∗ > 0 can easily be
converted to w∗ < 0, by modifying the conditions on
initialization to include B = −C > instead of B = C > .
Key to the proof of Theorem 6.1 is the fact that
symmetry is invariant under GD, i.e. if the model
weights are symmetric at initialization, they remain
that way throughout. A natural question which arises
is whether non-extrapolating solutions such as those
described in Section 5 can be expressed with a symmetric weight configuration. The following lemma shows
that there exist symmetric weight configurations with
arbitrarily small loss values that do not extrapolate.

Lemma 6.3. Assume d ≥ k ≥ 2 and w∗ > 0. For any
 > 0, there exists a weight configuration (A, B, C)
where B = C > and A = A> , such that the loss in
Equation (4) is smaller than  yet the model does not
extrapolate.
Proof. We present a proof for k = 3 and d = 4.
Extension to arbitrary values of k and d (satisfying
d ≥ k ≥ 2) is straightforward.
√
√
Let C = B > = ( w∗ , 0, 0, δ), A = diag(0, 0, 0, 2),
where δ > 0. The loss in Equation (4) is then:
(CA2 B)2 + (CAB)2 + (CB − w∗ )2 = 16δ 2 + 4δ 2 + δ 2 .
p
. On the other hand,
This is smaller than  if δ < 21
when tested on sequences of length k̃, the loss will be
Pk̃
2i 2
i=0 2 δ , which diverges with k̃. (A, B, C) therefore
do not extrapolate.

7

EXPERIMENTS

In this section we support our theoretical findings with several synthetic experiments demonstrating an implicit bias of gradient-based optimization towards extrapolating solutions. The experiments cover not only linear RNNs (the subject
of our theory), but also non-linear recurrent models including Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
[Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [Cho et al., 2014]. Unless stated
otherwise, in all experiments we use (non-symmetric)
Xavier initialization [Glorot and Bengio, 2010]. For
optimization we use Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2017]
with learning rate 10−3 and default momentum parameters of Keras implementation (β1 = 0.9 and β2 =
0.999). Data is generated from a standard normal distribution with identity covariance, we experiment with
many training sequences to ensure good generalization
for the training sequence length, thereby decoupling it
from the question of extrapolation. Models had width
(hidden state dimension) d = 30, and were trained
with sequences of length k = 5. All experiments were
run on a simple Colab client.
Section 5 showed that when d ≥ k, there exist solutions that perfectly fit training data yet fail to extrapolate to longer sequences. In order to demonstrate this
empirically we “adversarially” learn models using the
length k training sequences, while including erroneous
(non-extrapolating) values for later time steps. This
strategy is similar to that of learning with noisy labels,
see [Zhang et al., 2017]. We refer to models learned in
this fashion as “adversarial data” in our figures. Figure 1 reports an extrapolation experiment in the case
of a memoryless teacher (in accordance with our theory). Three architectures are learned — linear RNN,
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LSTM and GRU — and are evaluated on time steps up
to 15 (recall that training sequences are of length 5).
For each architecture, we compare the result of with
vs. without adversarial learning as described above.
The results confirm that all architectures extrapolate
despite existence of non-extrapolating solutions.
Although our theory applies to a memoryless teacher,
the question of temporal extrapolation is relevant for
teachers with arbitrarily long memory. Namely, if
training data is generated from a teacher with state
space of dimension d∗ on k time units, will a model
learned via gradient-based optimization extrapolate?
In light of our findings thus far, one may hope that
extrapolation also occurs for non-zero d∗ . Figure 2
confirms that this is indeed the case, via an experiment analogous to that of Figure 1 but with d∗ = 3.
Next, we empirically demonstrate the complementary
slackness phenomenon discussed in the proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof suggests that any non-zero eigenvalue of A must align with zero entries of the projections of B, C onto the orthonormal eigen-basis of A.
Figure 3 demonstrates that this is indeed the case, for
a linear RNN learned via gradient-based optimization
from a memoryless teacher.
7.1

Weight Dynamics

Section 6 showed that when initializing a linear RNN
symmetrically (A> = A and B = C > ), GD is guaranteed to preserve symmetry, and consequently converge to an extrapolating solution. In this experiment
we optimize the population loss directly (e.g. Equation 4) using GD as to observe the weight dynamics
leading to extrapolation. Figure 4 below suggests that
GD exhibits a tendency towards symmetry even when
initialization is non-symmetric. It displays the evolution of weights during optimization when A is initialized as A0 = αI with random α ∈ [0, 1], and B, C
are initialized independently from a random normal
distribution. As can be seen, weights converge to an
approximately symmetric solution, in the sense that
the norms of A − A> and B − C > are much smaller
than those of A, B, C. We hypothesize that this is
due to conservation laws of the GD dynamics, akin to
those studied in [Saxe et al., 2013, Kunin et al., 2020].
Their derivation is left for future work.

8

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we studied the implicit bias of gradient descent (GD) in the context of temporal extrapolation. Focusing on linear recurrent neural networks
(RNNs), also known as linear dynamical systems, we
analyzed the setting of unlimited training data gener-

ated from a memoryless teacher network, and proved
that when the width of the learned model is greater
than the length of training sequences, there exist solutions that do not extrapolate, yet GD will converge to
solutions that do. We showed that this is a result of
a complementary slackness phenomenon between the
eigenvalues of the state transition matrix A and the
input and output weights B and C respectively.
Our theory imposes certain assumptions on initialization, and is limited to a memoryless teacher. However,
we demonstrate empirically that gradient-based optimization exhibits an implicit bias towards extrapolation even without these restrictions, in particular using standard initialization schemes and teachers with
memory. Moreover, our experiments confirm that the
phenomenon extends to non-linear RNNs including
GRU and LSTM. We believe elements of our theory
may prove useful in analyzing non-linear RNNs, and
view this pursuit as an direction for future work.
Our work extends the rich body of literature studying
implicit biases of GD in neural networks, by treating
the important class of temporal (recurrent) models,
and in particular the question of temporal extrapolation. We believe our results may contribute to a better
understanding of when extrapolation fails or succeeds,
thereby facilitating learning algorithms that improve
time series prediction.
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Supplementary Material:
On the Implicit Bias of Gradient Descent
for Temporal Extrapolation

A

Proof of Lemma 3.1 (Main Paper): Population Risk for SISO

Lemma A.1. 3.1[Main Text] Assume x ∼ D such that E[x] = 0 and E[xxT ] = Ik , where Ik ∈ Rk,k is the
identity matrix. Then, given a memoryless teacher RNN, the loss for the student RNN is given by:

Ex,y


k−1
1
1X
1
2
(RN N (x) − y) =
(CAk−i B)2 + (CB − w∗ )2
2
2 i=1
2

(14)

Proof.

Ex,y





1
1
2
(RN N (x) − y) = E 
2
2

k
X

!2 
CAk−i Bxi − w∗ xk



i=1

The above can be written as

1 
E
2

k
X

!2
CAk−i Bxi



i=1

+ (w∗ xk )2 − 2

k
X


CAk−j Bxj xk w∗ 

j=1

Because x has identity covariance (E[x2i ] = 1) many terms cancel out and the above is equal to
" k
#

1 X
k−i
2
∗ 2
∗
(CA B) + (w ) − 2CBw
2 i=1
Removing i = k from the summation, we have,
k−1


1X
1
(CAk−i B)2 +
(CB)2 − 2CBw∗ + (w∗ )2
2 i=0
2
The above can be written as
k−1

1X
1
(CAk−i B − 0)2 + (CB − w∗ )2
2 i=0
2
which concludes the proof.

(15)
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B

Details for Proof of Theorem 6.1

Here we the gradient computation for the proof of Theorem 6.1 in the main text.
Consider the expected loss in Lemma A.1. For 12 (CB − w∗ )2 the derivative w.r.t B is
∂ 21 (CB − w∗ )2
= C T (CB − w∗ )
∂B

(16)

For j ≥ 1, the derivative of 21 (CAj B)2 w.r.t to B is given by
∂ 12 (CAj B)2
= (Aj )T C T CAj B = (AT )j C T CAj B
∂B

(17)

Putting together Equations (16) and (17), the derivative of (4) in the main text w.r.t. B is given by
k−1

X
∂L
=
(AT )i C T CAi B + C T (CB − w∗ )
∂B
i=1
A similar derivation w.r.t. C yields:
k−1

X
∂L
CAi BB T (AT )i + (CB − w∗ )B T
=
∂C
i=1
For the gradient w.r.t.
A, ∀i ≥ 1, the derivative of
[Petersen and Pedersen, 2012].

1
i
2
2 (CA B)

is based on Equation (91) from

i−1

X
∂ 21 (CAi B)2
(Ar )T C T CAi BB T (Ai−1−r )T
=
∂A
r=0
Using (Aj )T = (AT )j and summing over i = 1, . . . , k − 1 results in:
k−1 i−1

∂L X X T r T
(A ) C CAi BB T (AT )i−r−1
=
∂A
i=1 r=0

C

(18)

Multiple Input Multiple Output

In this section we discuss the extension of our results to the case of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
systems. In what follows we denote the input dimension by n, and the output dimension, m.
n
Consider an RNN with hidden width d, input sequence {Xt }∞
t=1 ⊂ R representing a sequence of n-dimensional
m
th
through the following
inputs, denote the i column of X by Xi . The model produces outputs {ŷt }∞
t=1 ⊂ R
update equations:
ŷt = Cst ,
st+1 = Ast + BXt+1 ,
(19)
d
where A ∈ Rd×d , B ∈ Rd×n and C ∈ Rm×d are the learned parameters, and {st }∞
t=1 ⊂ R are the resulting
hidden states, where by assumption s0 = 0. Given an input sequence X ∈ Rn×k , a memoryless MIMO teacher
corresponds to W ∗ ∈ Rm×n , such that y = W ∗ Xk .

In the main paper we develop an expression for the population loss for the case of SISO. We provide here a
MIMO version of the lemma.
Lemma C.1. Assume X ∈ Rn×k , X ∼ D such that ED [XX > ] = In and ED [X] = 0. Then, given a memoryless
teacher RNN, the loss for the student RNN satisfies:

EX,y


k−1
1
1X
2
kRN N (X) − ykF =
CAk−i B
2
2 i=1

2
F

+

1
2
kCB − W ∗ kF
2

(20)
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Proof. The proof is given in C.1.
In the main paper we show that when the sequence length is greater than the hidden dimension, (k > d),
extrapolation is guaranteed by showing that ∀j ∈ N it holds that CAj B = 0. The analysis in the main paper is
not dependent on the dimensions of B and C and therefore applies to the MIMO setting as-is.
Following the analysis of extrapolation when learning with long sequences, we show that when k < d, there exists
solutions that attain zero loss but do not extrapolate w.r.t. a memoryless teacher. The proof uses the following
parameters,


0
1

0

A=


0
0

0 ...
0 ...
1 ...
..
.

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

1
0

0
1

...
...


1
0

0

 ∈ Rd,d ,


0
0

 
1
0
 
B =  .  ∈ Rd,1 ,
 .. 
0

C = (w∗ , 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R1,d .

In order to apply for MIMO, the parameters B and C need to be padded with zeros to form,
 ∗



w 0 ... 0
1 0 ... 0
 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0




m,d
∈ Rd,n , C =  .
B = . . .

.. . .
..  ∈ R .
.
. . .. 
 ..
 .. ..
. .
.
0 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
and the same arguments apply.
In the main paper we show GD has implicit bias towards memoryless solutions under standard initialization
schemes. Here we show that this result extends to the MIMO case, under the additional conditions that m = n
and W ∗ is symmetric and nonnegative.
The SISO proof follows two steps. The first shows that at any time step of GD, Bt = CtT and At is symmetric.
For the first part of the proof to apply for the MIMO setting, the dimensions of B and C must allow B0 = C0T
which implies n = m.
The gradient updates in the MIMO case are similar to those of SISO (see Appendix A) and are given by:
k−1

X
∂L
=
(AT )i C T CAi B + C T (CB − W ∗ ),
∂B
i=1

(21)

k−1

X
∂L
=
CAi BB T (AT )i + (CB − W ∗ )B T ,
∂C
i=1

(22)

k−1 i−1

∂L X X T r T
=
(A ) C CAi BB T (AT )i−r−1 .
∂A
i=1 r=0

(23)

The same inductive argument from the main text applies here with the distinction that in order for the RHS of
(21) and (22) to satisfy

>
Ct> (Ct Bt − W ∗ ) = (Ct Bt − W ∗ )Bt>
the matrix W ∗ must be symmetric.
For the second part of the proof, we use the fact that B = C > and A = A> to show that at convergence
CAj B = 0 for all j ∈ N. Recalling that k > 2, consider the optimized loss:3
L(A, B, C) =

k−1
X

kCAi Bk2F + kCA2 Bk2F + kCABk2F + kCB − W ∗ k2F

i=3
3

The leftmost term is zero by definition if k = 3.

(24)
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Any solution minimizing (i.e., bringing to zero) the above must satisfy:
CA2 B = 0 ∈ Rn×n .

(25)

By the assumption of the theorem we have that GD converges to a minimizing solution and therefore satisfies
Equation (11). Also, by the first part of the proof, we know that A is symmetric and therefore orthogonally
diagonalizable, meaning there exist an orthogonal matrix V ∈ Rd,d and a diagonal matrix D ∈ Rd,d such that
A = V DV > . We can thus write A2 = V D2 V > , and since B = C > (by the first part of the proof),
Equation (11) implies:
CA2 B = B > A2 B = B > V D2 V > B = 0 ∈ Rn×n .
Denote U = V > B, the above can be written as
B > V D2 V > B = U > D2 U = 0 ∈ Rn×n .
The above matrix is element-wise zero, in particular its diagonal elements should be zero, implying for all i:


U > D2 U


ii

=

d
X

2 2
Usi
λs = 0

(26)

s=1

Since Equation (26) is a sum of non-negative elements that sum to zero, each of them should be zero. Furthermore,
2 2
for any s, it must hold that Usi
λs = 0 and therefore we have the complementary slackness result:
Usi λs = 0 ∀i, s

(27)

The fact that the model extrapolates follows directly from the observation above. Consider any p ∈ N. Then
the corresponding element in the impulse response is given by:
CAp B = B > V Dp V > B = U > Dp U
which can be written as


U > Dp U


ij

=

d
X

Usi Usj λps

s=1

From Equation (27) we conclude that the above is zero and thus CAp B = 0 (i.e., this part of the matrix
impulse response is zero). This is precisely the condition for perfect extrapolation (see main text and recall that
CB − W ∗ = 0 because of optimality of GD) and thus the result follows.
C.1

Population Loss for MIMO

Proof for Lemma C.1.

EX,y



k
X
1
1
2
kRN N (X) − ykF = E 
CAk−i BXi − W ∗ Xk
2
2
i=1

2




F

For two general matrices Q, R, the loss in terms of the trace operator is given by
T

kQ − Rk2F = tr((Q − R) (Q − R))
= tr QT Q − QT R − RT Q + RT R



= tr(QT Q) − tr(QT R) − tr(RT Q) + tr(RT R)
= tr(QT Q) − 2tr(QT R) + tr(RT R)

(28)
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where the transitions rely on the properties
of the trace operator. We can now handle each term separately,
Pk
denote Wi = CAk−i B, assigning Q = i=1 Wi Xi , the LHS term, tr(QT Q), amounts to


k
X

tr 

!
XiT WiT

k
X



i=1



k X
k
X
Wj Xj  = tr 
XiT WiT Wj Xj 


j=1

i=1 j=1

=

k X
k
X

tr XiT WiT Wj Xj



tr WiT Wj Xj XiT



i=1 j=1

=

k X
k
X
i=1 j=1

Taking the expectation of IID samples Xi , Xj ,
(




E tr WiT Wj Xj XiT = tr WiT Wj E Xj XiT =

0
i 6= j
T
tr(Wi Wj ) i = j

putting together, the LHS term amounts to
k
k
k
X
X

 X
CAk−i B
E tr(QT Q) =
tr(WiT Wi ) =
kWi k2F =
i=1

i=1

2
F

(29)

i=1

For the second term, tr(QT R), we have
k
X

tr

!
XiT WiT W ∗ Xk

=

i=1

k
X

k
 X

tr XiT WiT W ∗ Xk =
tr WiT W ∗ Xk XiT

i=1

i=1





Taking the expectation, for every i 6= k, E Xk XiT = 0, and for i = k, E Xk XkT = In . Therefore the middle
term amounts to



E tr(QT R) = tr WkT W ∗
(30)
Finally, the RHS is given by



E tr(RT R) = tr (W ∗ )T W ∗

(31)



where we again use the linearity and cyclic properties of the trace operator as well as E Xk XkT = In .
Putting the computed terms, (29) (30) (31), back into Equation (28), we have

E

k
X

2

CAk−i BXi − W ∗ Xk

i=1


=

F

k
X

CAk−i B

2
F



− 2tr WkT W ∗ + tr (W ∗ )T W ∗

i=1

Note that Wk = CAk−k B = CB, the above can be written as
k−1
X

CAk−i B

2
F


+ kCBk2F − 2tr (CB)T W ∗ + kW ∗ k2F

(32)

i=1

which can further be written as
k−1
X
i=1

to conclude the proof.

CAk−i B

2
F

+ kCB − W ∗ k2F

(33)
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D

Additional Experiments

In the paper we show that GD has an inductive bias towards memory-less models. Namely, if the training data
can be fit with a memory-less model, gradient descent with symmetric initialization will extrapolate well. Here we
ask the more general question: if data is generated by a low dimensional LinearRNN (i.e., with low dimensional
A), will GD extrapolate well. Namely, we ask whether gradient descent with symmetric initialization has an
inductive bias towards low-dimensional systems.
Clearly, if the training sequences are shorter than the dimension of the ground-truth A, we should not expect to
extrapolate well (since the short sequence does not capture the full behavior of the true model).
In what follows, we use d∗ to denote the dimension of A for the ground-truth system. We let k denote the length
of the training data. Based on our discussion above, we would expect the following two regimes:
• Good extrapolation for k ≥ d∗ , since in this case there are sufficient observations to identify a low dimensional
model and the data can be fit by this model. Moreoever, if GD with the said initialization scheme is indeed
biased towards low order models, it will converge to the model with dimension d∗ .
• Bad extrapolation for k < d∗ since in this case the first k time units are insufficient to uniquely identify the
ground-truth model.
We explore the above question using three different models, LinearRNN, GRU and LSTM with standard Xavier
initialization. For all experiments, we set k = 5, d = 200 and d∗ = 1, 2, 4, 6, 8.
The architecture of the teacher is a LinearRNN with varying d∗ . For each trained model, we estimate the
extrapolation MSE as the average error of the model on sequence lengths 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 (i.e., lengths it was not
trained on). Figure 5 shows extrapolation error as a function of d∗ . It can be seen that results are in line with
the two regimes mentioned above. Namely, up to some point (roughly d∗ = k), the model extrapolates well, and
beyond this point extrapolation deteriorates.
These results suggest that gradient descent with standard initialization is indeed biased towards models with
smaller dimensionality d. Furthermore, this happens for both linear and non linear models.

Figure 5: Extrapolation error as a function of the teacher dimension. The figure shows that when d∗ < k there
is good extrapolation indicating inductive bias towards low dimensional model. On the other hand for d∗ > k
extrapolation fails, which is expected as the training examples are not long enough to reveal the teacher dynamics
for sequences with length greater than k.

